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Abstract: Cloud computing recovery issues requirements have been addressed in publications earlier, but it is still difficult to
estimate what kinds of requirements have been researched most, and which are still under researched. This paper carries out
a systematic literature review by identifying cloud computing security requirements from publications between last recent
years. It will categorize these requirements in a framework and assess their frequency of research. The paper will then
identify changes in the assessment of requirements and proposed solutions compared to publications prior research work.
Backing up our databases to the public cloud is an important strategic focus for us going forward in order to save money,
scale our backup and DR operations, and to ensure our applications are always available to customers and business users
worldwide. Over the past few years, many organizations have started to deploy public cloud for backup and Disaster
Recovery (DR). Data recovery approaches with respect to digital forensics can be introduced for the sake of data
management after a system encounters with an attack or any disaster like crash of vital data. These approaches often used
by organizations to experience the reactive majors after a crash of data. Cloud-based business flexibility can provide an
attractive alternative to traditional disaster recovery, offering rapid recovery time associated with a dedicated infrastructure
and the reduced costs that are consistent with a data recovery model.
This paper discusses one of the traditional approach to disaster recovery and describes how organizations can use cloud
computing to help plan for both the routine interruptions to service— server hardware failures ,cut power lines, and security
breaches—as well as more-infrequent disasters. The paper provides key considerations for the transition of replicas once a
peer in the system encounters an attack in the private cloud-based business resilience. That is, a machine, once experiences
calamity like instance failure of data and so on, Disaster Recovery (DR) can be carried out by an application discussed in
this paper to recover the data by extracting a last Restore Point (RP). These RPs can be maintained in the stack provided
with the separate system space and can be used as and when required for resilience of system in private based cloud
environment.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Security Requirements, SaaS, Software as a Service, Literature Review, Change, Security
factors, Disaster Recovery (DR).
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing (CC) is a new term given to a technological evolution of distributed computing and grid computing. CC
has been evolving over a period of time and many companies are finding it interesting to use. Without the development of
ARPANET (Advance Research Projects Agency Network), CC would never have come into existence. The advent of
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ARPANET, which helped to connect (for sharing, transferring, etc.) a group of computers, lead to the invention of Internet
(where bridging the gap between systems became easy) [1].
Disaster recovery has traditionally been an insurance policy that organizations hope not to use. In contrast, private cloudbased business resilience can actually increase IT’s ability to provide service continuity for key business applications. The
recovery tools that can be used to recover the data after a crash can be carried out by means of “Digital Forensics”. These tools
act as recovery major for extracting all the recent replicas from stack maintained from external repository. This paper actually
deals with the development of such application when the data is lost due to some unavoidable reasons. The data damaged on
particular client in private cloud environment can be managed through this application with the help of their image replica
management over certain period of timestamp or once it is shutdown.

Fig1: Basic Cloud Computing Architecture [2]

II. BACKGROUND AND EXISTING TOOLS FOR IMPLEMENTING DR (DISASTER RECOVERY)
In an earlier work, Iankoulova and Daneva [10] already approached a systematic review on cloud security requirements.
With this paper, the aim to be followed up on their research, taking into account the change on this topic due to aggrandizement
in recent years and thus analyze to what extent the focus on requirements has shifted and derived into new issues and challenges
in that field. Based on the literature available for constructing DR tools, the environment like VMWare provides the
virtualization to manage the data once it encounters a DNA (Distributed Network Attack).These DNAs can be network
modification of data, Corruption of Network Files etc.
Existing Tools for recovery of data when a system encounter an attack in cloud environment [11]:
1.

VMWares: For virtualization and use of Hypervisor for data control

2.

EnCase: Acquisition and analysis (while maintaining state), Data recovery.

3.

LinkAlyzer: analyzing link files.

4.

PmExplorer: GSM Key decoder.

Based on the existing tools’ functionalities and procedures, this application will analyze the private cloud environment for
data recovery and supervise all the controls at hypervisor level. The hypervisor will be maintaining the state of all the
participants in the private cloud system, that is, it will be maintaining all the transactions and transition of data carried out
through all the peers in the system. The application discussed in this paper will be based on emulator VMWares (a software
which provide cloud and virtualization services.)[3].
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Digambar Powar,G. Geethakumari, BITS-Pilani, Jawaharnagar, Shameerpet, Hyderabad[7], emphasized on finding and

analyzing digital evidence in virtualized environment for cloud computing using traditional digital forensic analysis techniques.
They have also focused on basic services of cloud through which the data recovery considerations can be obtained.
More research is required in the cyber domain, especially in cloud computing, to identify and categorize the unique aspects
of where and how digital evidence can be found. End points such as mobile devices add complexity to this domain. Trace
evidence can be found on servers, switches, routers, cell phones, etc. Digital evidence can be found at the expansive scenes of
the crime which includes numerous computers as well as peripheral devices...To aid in this quest, digital forensics standards and
frameworks for digital forensics technologies are required now more than ever in our networked environment [11].
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Table: Existing System to implement fault tolerance and DR in cloud Environment [10]

III. PROPOSED CLOUD VIRTUALIZED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
A few techniques currently exist for autonomic fault tolerance in cloud environment. Virtualization is achieved through
hypervisor to secure the setup the connectivity between virtual clients and a server. The paper also stipulates the requirement of
all the clients connected to the server in private cloud setup like static IP address and monitory configuration of the system.

Figure: Cloud Virtualized System Architecture

These replicas can be maintained through the stack collection and if any damaging circumstance happens, in that moment
of time latest replica can be overruled on that particular client.
A machine (Client) is said to be encountered with an attack in the following conditions:
1.

If a machine (client) in a cloud environment stops responding to server (while pinging).
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If a machine stops responding to neighboring machine (static pinging scheme will be implemented for private cloud
environment to practice.

3.

If a machine encounters an attack with the reasons like an abnormal shutdown, prologue of malicious programs
(malwares, viruses, Trojans etc) and an inappropriate booting of client machine.

The proposed work is planned to be carried out in the following manner

IV. CONCLUSION
Disaster tolerance is implemented dealing with various software faults for server applications in a cloud virtualized
environment. When one of the servers goes down unexpectedly, connection will automatically be redirected to the other server
Data replication technique is implemented on virtual machine environment [10]. The experimental results are obtained, that
validate the system fault tolerance.
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